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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

Summary

A. Introduction

One of the most important, and delicate, tasks of human hearing is speech recognition.
Speech sounds show very quick variations over time, both in their intensities and in
their frequency spectra. The basis of speech recognition is the ability to classify these
sounds and to track changes in them. Much research has been performed on speech
perception. This research has produced many rivalling models for the mechanisms
behind the ability to distinguish speech and speech-like sounds (Moore, ). However,
the theory of hearing does not provide exact answers concerning the nature and
precision of the mechanisms to detect differences between speech-like sounds. Of old,
two groups of theories have existed next to each other, one based on the spectra, and
one based on the waveforms of sounds. The first group are the “place” models, which
find their origin in the anatomy of the ear (i.e. the cochlea). Because of this anatomy,
the frequency spectrum of a stimulus is projected along the length of the cochlea in
the neural activity at each place (i.e. the excitation pattern), which produces a spectral
analysis of this sound. The resolution of this analysis is limited. Therefore, only tones
that differ sufficiently in frequency will be projected onto two distinct positions along
the cochlea. The second group are temporal theories, which arise from the study of the
occurrence of action potentials in the auditory nerve. Two simultaneously presented
tones that are very close in frequency produce a beating pattern. When their frequency
difference is sufficiently small, the two tones will not be resolved by the frequency
analyzing property of the cochlea, and this beating pattern will present itself in a time
dependency of the action potentials in the auditory nerve. Such information in the
temporal patterns of action potentials can be utilized by the brain for further analysis
of presented sounds. These two groups of theories have long rivalled, but they are more
and more combined to form hybrid models, in which the nature of the model (spectral
or temporal) depends on the perceptual task. None of the theories have evolved far
enough to precisely predict the discrimination of speech-like sounds.

An important aspect of speech is the presence of peaks in the spectral envelope
of a vowel; the formants. The locations of these formants classify the vowel. Both for
gaining insight in speech recognition, and for researching the basic abilities of the ear, it
is interesting to investigate the sensitivity for changes in the positions, or the frequencies,
of formants. The reported just-noticeable differences (jnds) in the literature show a wide
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spread (the largest jnds are reported by Mermelstein, : % to %, a large group of
intermediate jnds lies between .% and %, and the smallest values are by Horst et al.,
: from % down to .%). Besides research on complex speech signals, much work
has been performed on the perception of relatively simple stimuli. In this field much
has been learned about intensity and frequency discrimination, masking, pitch and
timbre perception, signal detection in noise, adaptation and fatigue, binaural hearing,
etc. Between these fields lies a gap in our knowledge. By starting our investigations
using stimuli with simple spectral envelopes that contained a single maximum, and by
stepwise increasing the complexity of the stimuli toward synthetic vowels (with more
than one formant), we investigated which parameters influence the discrimination of
changes in the spectral envelope, and in which way they affect this discrimination.
All the stimuli used in the experiments were either harmonic complexes with a fixed
fundamental or noise bands. During the experiments the essential variable was the
position of the peak in the spectral envelope. Stimulus parameters that we included in
our investigations were: the shape of the spectral envelope (either angular or smooth),
its slope, its bandwidth, the fundamental frequency, the phase relation between the
stimulus components, the number of formants in the envelope (either one or two),
and the way in which these formants were changed (either singly or jointly). In this
way we could form a bridge over the gap in our knowledge between the perception of
simple, and that of complex stimuli.

To measure the sensitivity of subjects to stimulus changes, we used an adaptive
“forced-choice” paradigm in our experiments. The task of the subjects was to identify
the “odd” tone in a series of three. On correct responses the stimulus difference was
reduced; on incorrect responses, on the other hand, it was increased. In this way we
estimated the just-noticeable difference in formant position (i.e. center frequency of
the spectral peak). We chose this three-interval forced-choice (IFC) paradigm, rather
than the often used IFC paradigm, because of the non-monotonous nature of the
perceptual changes for increasing center frequency. When changing this frequency,
the discrimination cue could switch in a very erratic way between pitch, roughness,
and timbre. In a IFC paradigm subjects have to identify the tone with the highest
frequency, but in a IFC paradigm subjects simply can identify the odd tone, without
having to connect the cue they use with the center frequency.

B. The experiments

To validate the choice of the IFC paradigm in combination with the Adaptive Staircase
procedure, we first performed a frequency discrimination experiment in which we
evaluated the adaptive procedure for seven measurement paradigms with between
one and three stimulus presentations. This introductory experiment is described in
Chapter . To ascertain a clear correspondence between frequency and perceived pitch,
we used a pure-tone stimulus in this experiment. Using relations from detection theory,
the measured correct scores of all paradigms, except for the Yes-No paradigm, could be
transformed to approximately the same d0 values (i.e. the same “internal” sensitivity).
The chosen combination of adaptive procedure and IFC paradigm proved an efficient
method to estimate jnds and their corresponding d0 values.

We performed four experiments in which we measured formant frequency dis-
crimination for groups of increasingly complex stimuli. A description of the first
experiment was given in Chapter . The stimuli used in this experiment had angular
spectral envelopes with a single peak in the region of the second formant of natural
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vowels. For the generation of this group of stimuli we used two bandwidths, three
slopes, and several different positions of the center frequency relative to the harmonics.
The results of this experiment confirmed our hypothesis that the discrimination mech-
anism cannot be adequately described with a place model in which jnds are determined
by the largest occurring difference between the excitations (the hypothetical internal
spectrum) generated by two stimuli. A much better description of the jnds could be
reached using an approach in which the shapes of the excitations are compared over
a certain, limited, frequency range. This is a kind of spectral profile analysis. We im-
plemented this mechanism in a place model, which resulted in our “modified place
model”. For stimuli with a large bandwidth, the jnds could be described reasonably
well with this model. For narrowband stimuli, alternative explanations were found in
terms of amplitude modulation depth differences. We found very small jnds for a small
group of stimuli which all contained two major components with approximately equal
amplitudes. From the results of the first experiment it could not be concluded whether
these jnds required spectral or temporal modelling.

The second and third experiments were described in Chapter . In the second
experiment we have compared the results for narrowband stimuli in two distinct
frequency areas: the regions of the first and the second formant. In these experiments
we used two fundamentals, representative for male (�  Hz) and female (�  Hz)
speakers, and two different phase relations between the stimulus components. In the
region of the first formant, the stimuli were well resolved by the frequency analyzing
property of the peripheral ear. Since separate, well resolved, components hardly show
amplitude modulation, modulation differences could not be used to describe the jnds.
More adequate descriptions were found using the modified place model, which is
in accordance with the absence of phase effects in the jnds. Phase effects only were
found in the jnds for stimuli of the second formant region that were not resolved by
the auditory periphery: in these cases the modified place model failed. As in the first
experiment, most jnds for narrowband stimuli of the second formant region could be
described using amplitude modulation differences. For a small group of stimuli, with
two about equally large central components, we found a correlation between the jnds
and the sharpness of the minima in the temporal envelopes. Next to the harmonic
stimuli we used noise bands, comparable with vowels from whispered speech. The jnds
found for these stimuli were roughly in agreement with the predictions of the modified
place model. For noise bands with a very small spectral width, the predictions of this
model were consistently higher than the jnds. For decreasing bandwidth these jnds
approached the pure-tone jnd, which might arise from the fact that the stimuli more
and more resembled pure tones with fluctuating amplitudes.

In the third experiment we used the same stimulus parameters, but a different
shape for the spectral envelope. Here we used a more natural shape, that was both
smoother and more broadband than the shape used in the second experiment. The
jnds of the first formant region, and the majority of those of the second formant region,
showed good correspondence with the predictions of the modified place model. In the
second formant region, we found very small jnds for a small group of stimuli with
two, about equally large, central components. As in the second experiment, we found
good agreement between these jnds and the sharpness of the minima of the temporal
envelope, after we applied auditory filtering in this temporal model to bandlimit the
stimuli (which is always the case in the place models).

In Chapter  the fourth and last experiment was described. In this experiment
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the complexity of the spectral shape of the stimuli was increased by combining the
envelopes of the third experiment: the stimuli of the fourth experiment contained both
a first and a second formant. During the experiments either one of the two, or both
formants were changed. We used two different phase relations, one comparable to that
of a natural vowel when heard from close by, and one comparable to that of a vowel after
being influenced by the acoustic properties of the surroundings. The jnds found under
the conditions with a changing first, and a stationary second formant were practically
equal to the corresponding jnds for the first formant region of the third experiment.
This was found for both the harmonic stimuli and the noise bands. Under many
stimulus conditions, the sensitivity for changes in the second formant clearly decreased
when a stationary first formant was added to the stimuli. For both the harmonic
and the noise stimuli, increased jnds were often found under conditions where we
assumed temporal discrimination mechanisms for the corresponding jnds of the third
experiment. Furthermore, for all the two-formant stimuli good correspondence was
found between the jnds and the predictions of the modified place model. Therefore,
the addition of a stationary first formant disturbed possible temporal discrimination
mechanisms of the second formant region, and reduced the discrimination to spectral
mechanisms. The occurrence of the increased jnds did not correspond with the relative
levels of the first and the second formant, indicating that the switching from temporal
to spectral mechanisms was located in central auditory processes.

Under the conditions with a combined change in both formants that was twice
as large for the first than for the second formant, the discrimination was dominated by
the changes in the first formant. Under the conditions where the relative change in both
formants was equal, the changes in the second formant exerted the largest influence
upon the discrimination, but several jnds showed a clear influence of the changes in
the first formant. So, here information of both changing formants was combined to
produce smaller jnds than were found for the corresponding single formant changes.
By extending the modified place model with a summation rule that combined the
excitation differences of both changing formants, we attained a reasonably good corre-
spondence between the jnds for combined formant changes and the model predictions.
Using a transformed version of this summation rule, we could accurately predict the
jnds for combined formant changes from those for single formant changes. With this
equation we could also describe the data for parallel combined formant changes of
Mermelstein () and Hawks (). For his predictions, Mermelstein apparently
used a relation equivalent to our equation. To predict his data for combined formant
changes, Hawks used a “weighted Euclidian distance model”. The predictions calculated
with our relation agreed better with our data than those from the model of Hawks.

C. Overview

In figure  we present an overview of our jnds for stimuli with a single maximum in
the spectral envelope, in relation to those from the literature. In this figure the data
of Gagné and Zurek () have been scaled to match a d0 of  (as is valid for the
other jnds). In each of the studies of Stevens (), Horst et al. (), and Gagné and
Zurek () the jnds for a first and a second formant region were very close to each
other. For clarity, these jnds are presented as the averages over both formant regions.
From Chapter  a selection of jnds is displayed; for the triangles as well as the trapezia
jnds are only shown for a center frequency of  Hz (indicated by the suffix ).
These jnds represent the smallest (the triangles) and the largest (the trapezia) results
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Figure : Formant-discrimination jnds for stimuli with a single maximum in the spectral envelope.
The jnds are displayed as a function of the spectral slope of the stimuli. Data for harmonic and
noise stimuli are connected by a dotted, and a solid line, respectively. The jnds from Chapter ,
for the first formant (F) and the second formant (F), are shown as filled and open symbols,
respectively. For the studies marked with an asterisk, averages of the data of a first and a second
formant are displayed.

from Chapter . The jnds from Chapter  are shown as averages over the different
phase relations. Data are only shown for the triangles, the suffixes  and  indicate a
center frequency at a harmonic, or between two harmonics, respectively. In figure 

we see two, more or less, distinct bands of jnds. The jnds of Horst et al. (), and
the smallest from the present study decrease rather steeply with the slope. For these
stimuli temporal explanations were proposed: Horst et al. proposed an explanation
on the basis of inter-spike intervals for their data, and we found good correspondence
between a model based on the sharpness of the minima of the temporal envelope and
the jnds for our stimuli with two about equally large central components. The jnds of
Stevens (), Michaels (), Gagné and Zurek (), and the largest jnds from the
present study form a band which decreases more moderately with the slope. For the
latter group of stimuli, we assumed either spectral modelling, or temporal modelling
in terms of the amplitude modulation depth. So, we find two groups of jnds that each
correspond with different groups of models.

In figure  some representative jnds for two-formant stimuli with a stationary
formant are given, along with a number of jnds for multiple-formant vowels from the
literature. The jnds of Mermelstein () are larger than those of the other reports.
This is probably due to his measurement paradigm, as was argued in Chapter . All
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Figure : Formant-discrimination jnds for stimuli with more than one maximum in the spectral
envelope, as a function of the stimulus slope. The filled and the open symbols refer to jnds for the
first and the second formant, respectively. Harmonics  and  indicate harmonic stimuli with a
changing formant that coincided with a harmonic, or was between two harmonics, respectively.
Data for harmonic and noise stimuli are connected by a dashed, and a solid line, respectively.

the other jnds from recent studies are grouped closely together. In the studies of
Sinnott and Kreiter (), and Hawks () a change in the fundamental was used
during the presentation of the stimuli. Such a change was not used by Kewley-Port
and Watson (), and in the present study. Therefore, it appears that a change in the
fundamental does not greatly affect the jnds. We found very large jnds for a number of
stimuli which apparently had an unfavorable position of the center frequency relative
to the harmonics. On the other hand, for a group of stimuli with very favorable center
frequencies, we found very small jnds. When a change in the fundamental is employed
during the stimulus presentation, the harmonics move through the spectral envelope.
In this way, specific positions of the center frequency relative to the harmonics will be
short-lived. We expect this to dislocate the extreme jnds, and to bring them in closer
proximity. It would be interesting to validate this by comparing our data with jnds for
stimuli with identical spectral envelopes and a change in the fundamental during the
presentation.

In this study we have tried to bridge the gap in our knowledge between the
discrimination of simple stimuli and that of speech sounds. We started our investiga-
tions using relatively simple harmonic tones, and increased the complexity of the tones
step by step to reasonably natural two-formant vowels. On this path we came across
a number of models, needed to explain the jnds. For narrowband stimuli we often
found descriptions in temporal models, in which the discrimination was explained
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Table: This table presents a comparison of the stimuli used in the present investigation with
the pure tone and the triangular stimulus of Horst et al. For all stimuli a number of parameters
are given, as well as the nature of the associated model. The indication F Variable means that
the fundamental was changed proportionally with the center frequency. For the noise stimuli,
the entry �  for the number of components is used to indicate that very narrow noise bands
approximate pure tones with fluctuating amplitudes, the entry1 is used for broadband noises.
Models marked with an asterisk have not been evaluated numerically in the present study.

from changes in the amplitude modulation depth, or in the sharpness of the minima
of the temporal envelope. For broader and more complex stimuli we often found de-
scriptions in terms of the modified place model. Table  gives an overview of the stimuli
and the type of modelling that was used to describe the jnds. For comparison, entries
for the pure tone and for the triangular complexes used by Horst et al. () are given
at the top of the section for the second formant region. For these stimuli, the models
are described as being based on inter-spike intervals, as was argued by Goldstein and
Srulovicz () for pure tones, and by Horst et al. () for their triangular com-
plexes. From top to bottom the entries for each formant region are ordered in, more
or less, ascending stimulus complexity. In the column for the nature of the modelling,
we only find spectral modelling for the first formant region. We find many entries for
temporal models for the simpler stimuli of the second formant region, and many for
spectral models for the more complex stimuli (with either one or two formants). This
indicates that the closer our stimuli resembled natural vowels, the more rarely temporal
discrimination mechanisms occurred, and the more often spectral explanations were
employed.
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Conclusions

A. Chapter 2

A significant part of the psychometric function can be recorded efficiently using an
adaptive method. For all paradigms, we find proportionality between the d0 and the
frequency difference near threshold. The different adaption rules for changing the
frequency difference during the threshold estimations do not affect the jnd. The dis-
crimination is hardly influenced by feedback about the progression of the measurement.

Theoretical considerations on the basis of near optimal detection unify all para-
digms used, except for the Yes-No paradigm. This paradigm appears to be less suitable
for frequency discrimination experiments. This implies that the possibility to com-
pare consecutive tones is essential for the performance in frequency discrimination
experiments.

B. Chapter 3

The center frequency is a factor with major influence on the jnds; the jnds show large
variations when the center frequency has different positions relative to the harmonics.

Amplitude modulation depth differences can account for the jnds of the stimuli
with the triangular envelope and intermediate modulation depth.

Most data for the trapezoidal envelope can be interpreted in terms of a spectral
profile comparison. For this spectral comparison, the ear probably combines infor-
mation over a limited frequency range by comparing the spectral profiles of the two
presented stimuli, rather than comparing individual component levels. We have im-
plemented this spectral profile analysis mechanism in a “modified place model”.

C. Chapter 4

The jnds of the noise bands are mostly in agreement with the predictions of the modified
place model. For very narrow bands the noise-band jnds approach the roving-level
pure-tone jnd.

The jnds for the harmonic stimuli of the first formant region are in good agree-
ment with the modified place model.

For the harmonic stimuli of the second formant region, the explanation depends
on the shape of the spectral envelope of the stimuli, and on the position of the center
frequency relative to the harmonics. Here we find three mechanisms involved in the
discrimination process, where, under each stimulus condition, the best performing
mechanism determines the jnd. When the center frequency coincides with a harmonic,
the jnds for the Klatt envelope are in agreement with the modified place model, and
those for the triangular envelope with modulation depth differences. For the stimuli
with a center frequency halfway between two harmonics, we find good correspondence
between the jnds and a temporal model that is based on the sharpness of the minima
in the temporal envelope.

D. Chapter 5

For frequency discrimination of single formant changes we find no influence of adding
a stationary second formant to a stimulus containing a changing first formant. For
changing second formants, the addition of a stationary first formant increases the
jnd under many conditions. The resulting jnds are in good agreement with the pre-
dictions of the modified place model. It can, therefore, be concluded that adding a
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stationary formant disturbs temporal discrimination processes, and limits the dis-
crimination mainly to spectral processes. This transition from temporal to spectral
formant-frequency discrimination appears to occur in central auditory processes.

Under many conditions, we found smaller jnds for combined formant changes
than for the corresponding single formant changes. A good description of most of these
data could be achieved with the modified place model, by extending this model with a
summation rule for the individual excitation differences of the two changed formants.

Using the summation rule directly, we could accurately predict the jnds for
combined formant changes from those for the corresponding single formant changes.

Increasing the complexity of the stimuli results in a decrease in the number
of feasible mechanisms used for discrimination. For the more complex stimuli of
our investigations, temporal discrimination mechanisms have disappeared and only
spectral mechanisms, analogous to the modified place model, remain.
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